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The New Face of Science!
Animals & Empathy
- Costumes
- Toys
- Creature comforts
- Ramps, mazes, houses
- Bug carrier
Build a table to hold your pumpkin.
How might you design a Jack O Lantern with nails and bands?

Spookley
NASA Mars Rover
ROBSTS

- Dash & Dot
- Wonder League
- Ozobot
- Osmo

- MouseBot/BeeBot
- KiBO
- Qbetto
- MiniBot Night
Ozobot Parade
WLR
Wonder League Robotics
Family Robotics Night
Circuits

- Paper
- Squishy
- Snap circuits
- Little Bits
Seesaw
Thinglink
Rocket Book
(freeze the ink)
FB

- Preschool Teachers are Super Heros
- Preschool Steam
thekidsshouldseethis.com
NSTA Picture Perfect Steam
Sylvia Martinez

https://www.thinglink.com/sce...
BOOKS

Any children’s fiction picture book could work....as long as there is a problem, kids can brainstorm to find a possible solution.